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Globe and Mail

Letter May 2007...
I

Folks,

Thanks so very much for sticking together to work through this issue. Seems like an up
hill battle but in the end I still think we did the right thing. Clearly the story in the
Globe and Mail has to be responded to as quickly as possible. I have attached my edits to
Susan's original draft for your review and feedback prior to releasing.
Thanks
George
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Dear Editor:
1 read with dismay Andre Picard's "Patients suffer when labs get it wrong" and feel
compelled to correct a number of key points in this column,
Mr. Picard jumps to numerous erroneous conclusions, including assigning an error rate
for estrogen-receptor testing for an eight year period, but the most concerning point to me
is his assertion that we told breast cancer patients and the public nothing, In reality this is
quite to the contrary.
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All patients who saw a change from the oriQinaJ test result were reviewed by an expert
panel includin2: oncologists. surgeons and pathoJo2:ists. From their review P?,,_?X~.~~
patients whose results had chanQed were recommended for a treatment change" In
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I would agree with Mr. Picard when he says that the general public places great faith in
laboratory testing. Although I am not a pathologist, one thing I have learned in last two
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A lot has changed in both laboratory medicine and oncology in the last ten years, and we

do not yet k.'1l0W what role these changing standards and practices may have had in our
changing test results.
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Eastern Health believes in and practices full patient disclosure practices. And we are
committed to the cause of patient safety. In 2005 when we first became aware ofa

potential problem with ER-PR, we immediately began a review of the situation. we
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suspended our own service, we sought an external laboratory service on an interim basis
.,... and we made what J consider to be a very bold decisiontP~t:'~.E:!YJ5~Q.~.~t~~_El?_~_~~?,~~J9T..
patients going back as far as 1997 and finally advised the patients of what we were doirl-g:~~
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The reason why we undertook such an extensive review was that we believed that if even
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And the very fact that we have done this retrospective, despite the anticipated reaction
that would follow _~_.~C?~~t~Jng.t~_~~<_~t?_!!!xJs~~~~~e_g~}!.,?~~~_~!_~~g~i~_~!!~I?~~_tJ:1_~ __ .
country has done - speaks to how far we are prepared to gO is supporting our
commitment to providing the best care possible to our patients.
George Tilley
President and CEO
Eastern Health
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